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Summary 

COMA, a computer program written in FORTRAN IV, 
accurately calculates the relative motion of up to 5000 
particles over the complete energy range of the TRIUMF 
cyclotron at a cost about 1% of our numerical integra- 
tion codes. In addition it can simulate the action of 
diagnostic probes and slits. COMA uses linear transfor- 
mation matrices, obtained fromanequilibrium orbit code, 
that include coupling between radial and longitudinal 
mot ion. The energy gain and vertical focusing forces at 
the dee gap are given by an improved analytical model. 

Introduction 

It was decidedtosupplement our numerical integra- 
tion codes by one that inexpensively calculated particle 
motion in the TRIUMF’ cyclotron bymultiplying an initial 
vector in six-dimensional phase space by the appropri- 
ate linear transformation matrices obtained from our 
equilibrium orbit code. Although the use of transfer 
matrices to describe ion-optical systems is well known 
and many synchrotron laboratories use this technique,* 
the use of matrix methodstodescribe motion in a cyclo- 
tron, while not unknown,3y4 is less common. Possible 
reasons for this are that the usual chief regions of 
interest are injection and extraction, which are less 
amenable to matrix techniques, and in between particles 
make only 100-200 turns. Also,beam time is sufficient- 
ly inexpensive that diagnostic techniques can be deve- 
loped on the actual cyclotron. In contrast, particles 
in TRIUMF make more than 1200 turns, including hundreds 
of turns in regions where the action of field imperfec- 
tions are important. Also, since TRIUMF is capable of 
supplying beam to several experiments simultaneously, 
beam development time is correspondingly more valuable, 
and it is worth while developing a simulation program 
to describe the action of the machine tuning parameters 
and diagnostic equipment. 

Theory 

Let the displacement of a particle from its equi- 
librium orbit at some azimuth, 8,begivenbya vector Vg 

X f R-R,, 

Px Pr-Preo 
V e= Q = (1) 

2 

where R,Z and P,,P, are the radial and axial co-ordinates 
and momentum, ,I is the phase relative to the RF, and EO 
refers to the equilibrium orbit. COMA assumes that the 
motion about the EO is linear, and the vector V, at any 
azimuth “2 car thus be obtained by multiplying the ini- 
tial vector VI by the transfer matrix Ml2 for particles 
of that energy between 16, and (I:, provided that the 
angles 31 and B2 do not include a dee gap crossing. Dee 
gap crossings can be handled if one assumes an instan- 
taneous energy gain and if the angle at the end of one 
transformation and the beginning of the next lie on the 
dee gap. When a dee gap is encountered, the energy is 
changed, and the co-ordilates of the particle 

R, P ,,~$,Z.P, with respect to the centre of the cyclotron 
wi I1 yield a new displacement vector V with respect to 
the EO for the new energy. Matrix multiplication then 
proceeds as before until the next dee gap is encountered. 

The matrices are obtained fromour EO code at a set of 
discrete energies; the matrix for a desired transformation 
at any particular energy is obtained by interpolation. 

Calculation of Transfer Matrices 

Our equilibrium orbit code CYCLOP is based on the 
work of Gordon and Weltonj with several modifications 
of interest here. Our magnetic field expansion in- 
cludes asymmetric as we1 I as symmetric components, and we 
search for equilibrium orbits in both axial and horizon- 
tal planes.6 We also integrate an additional linearised 
equation of motion to give the coupling between longi- 
tudinal (phase) motion and horizontal motion. 

From Ref. 5 (Eq. 3.5a) we have, in cyclotron units, 
for a particle moving in a horizontal plane 

dt/dB = uq/tiion = YR/Q (2) 

where wq = w,f/h, 
Q = (Pz-P:), 

h being the harmonic number, 
R being particle radius and P the momentum, 

and y is the usual relativistic quantity. 

Then de/d8 = h[(ue-mion)/wion] = h[(TR/Q)-I]. (3) 
\ 

Substituting the relationships from (1) into (3), 
and retaining the linear terms, yields 

d$ hyx 

;=a+ 

hyReo PX Preo 

Q3 
(4) 

In CYCLOP this Eq.(4) is added to the linearised rqua- 
tions for horizontal and axial motion about the EO 
which have had included in the field expansion addition- 
al terms BR(R,@), BB(R,E) and aBz/Bz(R,E) defined in the 
‘plane of measurement’ of the axial component B,(R,8). 

For eachof a set of energies CYCLOP determines the 
equilibrium orbit, then retraces the EO integrating in 
addition the linearised equations for two rays VA and 
VB. The elements of the transfer matrix Ml> between 2: 
and 82 are obtained from the solution of 

V;*B = Ml2 
A,B 

Vl 

‘I‘ ‘0’ 
0 

where vt= 0 
B 

I 
and Vi = 0 

I 0 
0 , I (5) 

CYCLOP is Irun at a series of energies, T, corres- 
ponding to a radial interval of about one-quarter of the 
magnet gap; the field properties are felt to vary slow- 
ly between these steps. CYCLOP outputs the matrix ele- 
ments and equilibrium orbit properties (T,R,P,,Z,P,,~),, 
at pre-determined azimuths or it can write them onto a 
tape at each Runge-Kutta (R.K.) step. This tape can be 
subsequently read by another orogram which interpolates 
in the data to give values at any angle, not necessari- 
ly an integral number of R.K. steps, that may be desired 
later. In the absence of field imperfections it is more 
accurate to calculate the EO properties and matrices 
over the basic symmetry angle, rather than over a full 
revolution, and obtain values at other azimuths by 
multiplication. 

Energy Gain and Electric Focusing 

In previous work7 the energy gain and axial focus- 
ing at dee gap crossingshave been calculated assuming a 
constant electric field component normal to the dee gap 
and equal to the field at the centre of the gap (y=O). 
For symmetric dee gap geometries, where the vertical 
gap is comparable to g,(r), a more realistic field &,, 
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normal to the gap, is given by 

(6) 

where Vd is the dee voltage and gc(r) is taken to be 
the FWHW of the Ey obtained from a three-dimensional 
relaxation calculation of the electric field based on 
the TRIUMF dee geometry. 

Including the tine variation of the electric field 
but assuming a constant particle velocity, the energy 
gain on crossing the gaps is 

,T=F / rc fcos (2) + 11 ices [T) + ,,!dy (7) 

‘gc i 
J ? ? 

where p, is the particle phase with respect to the RF 
at y=o. Integration yields 

dT = 2qVd 
sin((hg,)/r) 

cosJlc I + 
h2s: 

(hg,)/r (,2r2-h2g’ 1 (8) 
c . 

For our dee geometry in the range 12” ‘: r i 40” 
the constant electric field model differs from the re- 
sults of numerical integration through the three- 
dimensional electric fields using TRIWHEEL by lo-20%, 
while (8) differs by only l-25. If we assume different 
velocities V1 and V, for each half of the dee gap 
crossing, a more complex expression gave results differ- 
ing from (8) by40.1% for our situation. 

We now estimate the axial focusing using this same 
model for the electric field; the field components E: 
and b$ are sketched in Fig. I for a static situation? 
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The vert[cal impulse for a particle entering the dee 
gap at time tj, crossing the plane y=O at time t=O and 
leaving tie gap at time tf is 

i (G 
:.P,=ql 1 E, 

i ‘ti 

cos (wt+t,)dt + 
Pf, 

J 
z cos (wt+l$c) dt I (9) 

0 )’ 

Ez can be obtained to first order using div z=O and 
.a\,u,ming -<6,/-1x=0. 

If for each ha1 f of the dee gapwe assume an ‘effec- 
t i v< axial displacement, radius of curvature, and particle 
velocity iZ;,rl,vl), iZ?r?,vz), then using plvl= 2T: 
(non-relativistic), we have for each half of :he dee gap 

“.l P,‘l 

i-,-! = 

z1 *,qvd [cos Tc 
T*“-- / 

+ cos(tc - (hg,)/rl,:)‘:] 

I - ((hgc)/nrl,:.j” 1, 
(10) 

I i :,2 gcTi,, I 

The ‘effective’ (Z,r,Tli 2 are approximated to be 
those of the static situation a’t y=Tgo/Z where, in addi- 
tion, we localize the instantaneous impulse (hP,/f’)1,2. 
Thus, using (61, we have T1 = ii + (CR-2)/2n)Vd and 
T1 = T2 + AT - ((n-2)/2n)Vd while z2 = zi + (fiP,/P)lg, 
and for the centre ofTRlUMF rl,z(in.) =18.79 (Tl,z(MeV))i. 

COMA Algorithms 

The cyclotron conditions common to all particles 
are read in and stored. This includes up to 8 sets of 
transfer matrices and equilibrium orbit properties over 
the energy ranges of interest, dee voltages, as a func- 
tion of radius if necessary, and the paraneters deter- 
mining the optics in the first gap crossings, together 
with the location of slits and probes, etc. 

The particles starting conditions may either be 
read in, perhaps from the output of a previous run, or 
chosen to populate a six-dimensional phase space as 
follows. The horizontal and vertical emittances are 
specified in terms of ellipse semi-axes and tilt with 
respect to the x- or z-planes. The centres of the el- 
lipses may be positioned anywhere with respect to the 
appropriate equilibrium orbit CEO), or alternatively 
the bundle centre can be specified in terms of absolute 
R, P, and T rather than with respect to the EO. The in- 
put phase range is divided into equally-spaced intervals 
and presently it is assumed that the emittances are the 
same for each phase. 
the injection gap’ 

Since COMA includes the optics of 
we can start particles before the 

gap where this is usually the case. The ellipses are 
populated uniformly, the ‘phase space area’ represented 
by each particle being an input parameter. The ‘central 
ray’ particle is always included and is run first. The 
option exists for random population of the emittances 
and a specified energy spread. 

The particle parameters updated are energy T, 

phase w, x, px, 2, PZ, R, Pry Z, Pz. Acceleration or 
deceleration proceeds by taking each particle in turn, 
testing to see if it is at a dee gap, or slit, or other 
special locations, then multiplying by the appropriate 
transformation matrix. At the dee gap the absolute co- 
ordinates R, Pr, Z. P,, p are calculated, the axial 
impulse and energy change determined by the methods de- 
scribed above, and we determine the EO parameters and 
matrices for the new energy. The vector V is calculated 
with respect to the new EO and motion continuesas before. 

The slits, probes and flags specified for TRIUMF 
are described in ref. 1. We consider a flag to be an 
obstruction ir R,Z space that removed particles from the 
beam. The program can take account of up to 10 flags, 
identified by their azimuth and their spatial co-ordi- 
nates. A slit is described by two adjacent flags at the 
same azimuth. Each time a particle reaches a flag the 
parameters are stored for possible subsequent output 
and the next particle is chosen for acceleration. 

A simulated probe head can be comprised of up to 
3 radial and 20 vertical sections making up a grid in 
R-Z space. It can be moved outward for up to 1003 
steps from some initial radius. A particle is accelera- 
ted until its radius exceeds the probe initial radius 
whereupon a count is registered in a bin corresponding 
to the grid element hit; in addition one other parameter, 
e.g. Z or 9, can be binned. The probe is then moved to 
its new position and the particle tested to see if it 
still hits the probe; if so it is binned in the elemert 
associated with the new position. If the particle does 
not hit the probe in the new location it is accelerated 
until it does, and the cycle is repeated. Tie total 
number of particles in a bin or group of bins corres- 
ponds to the current. 

A moving finger correbponds to a narrow probe or 
wire producing a shadow on a current-reading probe at 
larger radius; it has one radial section and up to 20 
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vertical section. Each time an accelerated particle 
crosses tne finger azimuth we determine, fron the par- 
ticle radius, which if any of the up to 1000 finger 
positions is being hit. If this is the first impact 
for this particle at this position, we bin the desired 
parameter. 

output 

For detailed ray-tracing the particle parameters 
nay be printed out at any or none of the azimuths. We 
can display the population distribution in any one 
parameter against any other parameter, e.g. Fig. 2a; 
these can be produced for the beam hitting a flag or at 
any desired turn number. For the first two radial 
divisions of a probe head the current distribution of 
any parameter binned in the vertical bin can be printed 
as a function of radius, see Fig. 2b. We can also plot 
the envelope or the “.,iidth’ of say two parameters ai a 
function of turn number, see Fig. 2c. The sum of all 

vertical grid elements in the radial divisions of a 
probe head is plotted and printed as a function of probe 
radius and in terms of a percentage of total starting 
and surviving current, Fig. 3, the latter for the case 
where the beam may have passed through a 51 it. 

Tests 

We have checked the assumptions made in COMA against 
our general orbit codes GOBLIN and TRIWHEEL. GOBLIN 
traces particles through a Imagnetic field and is correct 
tc second order axially but has a primitive model for 

dee gap transit time effects. TRIWHEEL integrates par- 
ticles through a three-dimensional electric field 
obtained from a relaxation code. 

Comparisonsof COMA and GOBLIN static runs at 5 MeV 
for particles of different displacements, up to 2 in., 
from the EO showed that for small displacements the 
differences are comparable in magnitude with those seen 
between GOBLIN run5 with different Runge-Kutta step 
sizes and may be ascribed to round off. For larger x- 
displacements with z=O the maximum difference in 17 is 
0.012 x’; if x=0 and z=l in. it appears as if \iz is 
changed by 0.0025 vx; and x-z coupling causes similar 
changes for x#O. 

We accelerated a particle with 3.25 in. radial 
amplitude for 165 turns from 40 to 104 MeV, and the 
difference in final position given by the two codes was 
0.001 in., the difference in phase 0.3 deg. 

We would also expect I inearity problems &en ~~,=6/4" 
at 435 MeV and 238 in. radius. Several particles with up 
to 2 in. radial amplitude have been accelerated for 150 
turns, passing through this resonance for several dif- 
ferent magnetic fields. Generally the detailed motion 
agreed; however, for one field, known to be highly non- 
1 inear, large differences in (x,px), of up to 50:: of 
the peak amplitude, were seen at the resonance. In ail 
cases the final radial emittances given by the two codes 
were very similar but rotated slightly, the overlap be- 
ing better thar 90:‘. ‘While the effective ‘wr can differ 

by 3.008 close to the resonance for particles of 
different amplitudes, the vertical motion is well 
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behaved, differences in uz being 0.0001. 

I” the central region the electric field non- 
linearities are nore important than those of the mag- 
netic field. For a simple dee geometry they can be 
ignored if the beam axial excursions do not exceed 50% 
of the axial aperture. A radial ellipse at a typical 
phase 17.5 deg was accelerated from just after the in- 
jection gap and the results compared with TRIWHEEL at 
the 8th turr; the ell ipse overlapped by 30::. The 
present TPIUMF dee gap design produces 5ome field com- 
porcnts parallel to the gap as well as perpendicular; 
these can be taken account of by appropriate addition- 
al changes in radial momentum at a dee gap crossing.1° 

Figs. 4a,b compare the analytic energy gain and 
vertical focusing impulse, expressed as ,!\J$ = apz/7z, 
with the resnl:s of ?unericaI integratior for a severe 
case correspording to the first gap crossing after the 
inject/o” gap. The agreement is excellent. Seve ra I 
particles of different phase have been rL” backward 
from 3 MeV, and the vertical amplitude given by the two 
codes differed by <ID:: at 0.5 MeV; this agreement can 
be extended through the injection gap by properly 
parameterizing the radial perturbations caused by elec- 
tric =ield distortions at the centre. 

Conclusions 

We conclude that the linear and other approxima- 
tions used in COMA arg wffirient to Give a IISP~UI 
description of the relative motion of a large nwnber of 
particles at all energies in TPIUMF, and that, over 
most of the cyclotron ‘or reascnable betatron amp1 i- 
tLdes, the description o? the absolute notion is as ac- 
curate a5 our general orbit codes and at !,, of the 
cost. The cede has been used for ray tracinq in con- 
junction wit1 other codes and for study of c‘mittance- 
depenier t effects, misalignment of cyclotror componerts 
and action of diaqnostic equipment. An interaczive 
version hai been developed using ,I Tektronix LO23. 
Future plan5 include Jnalytic calculation of changes in 
matrix element5 catised by trim coi I changes, i ncorpora- 
tion with other codes describing the irjected and 
cxt ractcd beam I ines, and possible development of a 
compuier-control Ic? tune-up proccddrc. 
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